
 

 

 
 
Agenda for Personnel Committee 

Thursday, 13th June, 2024, 11.00 am 
 
Members of Personnel Committee 

E Rylance (Chair), J Loudoun (Vice-Chair), P Arnott, K Blakey, 
J Brown, M Chapman, T Dumper, D Haggerty, P Hayward, 

N Hookway, M Martin, E Wragg, A Bailey, B Bailey and B Collins  

 
Venue: Council Chamber, Blackdown House, Honiton 

 
Contact: Debbie Meakin dmeakin@eastdevon.gov.uk 01395 

517540; 

 

(or group number 01395 517546) 
Tuesday 4 June 2024  
 

1 Minutes of the previous meeting  (Pages 2 - 5) 

 To agree the minutes of the previous meeting held on 16 April 2024. 
 

2 Apologies   

 Received from Councillor Tim Dumper 

 

3 Declarations of interest   

 Guidance is available online to Councillors and co-opted members on making 
declarations of interest 

 

4 Public speaking   

5 Matters of urgency   

 Information on matters of urgency is available online 
 

6 Confidential/exempt item(s)   

 To agree any items to be dealt with after the public (including the Press) have 

been excluded.  There are no items which officers recommend should be dealt 
with in this way. 
 

7 Director recruitment update  (Pages 6 - 8) 

8 People Data  (Pages 9 - 43) 

9 Forward Plan  (Page 44) 

 

 
Decision making and equalities 

East Devon District Council 
Blackdown House 

Border Road 

Heathpark Industrial Estate 
Honiton 

EX14 1EJ 

DX 48808 HONITON 

Tel: 01395 516551 

Fax: 01395 517507 

www.eastdevon.gov.uk 

Public Document Pack
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Minutes of the meeting of Personnel Committee held at Council Chamber, 

Blackdown House, Honiton on 16 April 2024 

 
Attendance list at end of document 

The meeting started at 10.00 am and ended at 11.44 am 
 

 
29    Minutes of the previous meeting  

 

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 29 January 2024 were agreed. 

 
30    Declarations of interest  

 

None. 
 

31    Public speaking  

 

None. 
 

32    Matters of urgency  

 

None. 

 
33    Confidential/exempt item(s)  

 

One item was agreed to be discussed after the exclusion of press and public, detailed 

under minute 38. 
 

34    CEO Recruitment update  

 

The Corporate Lead – Human Resources verbally updated the Committee on the 

recruitment process for the role of Chief Executive. 
 

Following the closing date of 5 April, the advertisement campaign had received a good 
response, with positive feedback.  The interviewing process, of which the Interviewing 
Sub Committee were part of, would take place on the 24th and 25th April. The Sub 

Committee would then recommend to Council their recommendation of candidate for the 
role on 8 May. 

 
The details of the number of applications would be included in the full report to Council, 
but could not be shared at the meeting. 

 
The committee noted the update. 

 
35    HR Policy Review - Performance Improvement Policy  

 

The Committee were asked to approve the revision of an existing policy.  The existing 
policy, named the Dealing with Unsatisfactory Performance Policy, had a number of 

revisions, including a change of name to Performance Improvement Policy.  The change 
of name helped to better reflect the purpose of the policy. 
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Personnel Committee 16 April 2024 
 

The response from Unison on the revisions were shared with the Committee at the 
meeting, summarised as: 

 Paragraph 6 relating to confidentiality – Unison felt that there were some circumstances 
whereby an officer should be able to discuss with other members of their team the 
performance issue.  The committee were advised that the policy did not prevent an officer 
from discussing work related issues with other team members, but that the procedure 
being followed under the policy should not be shared and remain confidential; 

 Paragraph 12.4 – Unison requested that the ability to have a solicitor present should be 
included.  Legal advice was that this should not be included in the policy 

 Paragraph 5 already covered Unison request for an interpreter; 
 Paragraph 14.3 – Unison request for a recording of meetings.  Again legal advice and 

best practice was not to record the meetings; but a record in the form of minutes taken or 
a formal letter recording the discussion would be undertaken, as per the existing policy. 

 
During discussion, some clarifications were sought over making an accurate record of 

meetings, and who could accompany the officer to those.  An officer had the right under 
the policy to be accompanied and also have another present to assist with any 

reasonable adjustments required. 
 
RESOLVED To approve the Performance Improvement Policy, subject to final 

amendments agreed between the Corporate Lead – Human Resources and the Chair 
and Vice Chair of the Personnel Committee. 

 
36    People Data  

 

The Committee received the People Data report for the period up to 29 February 2024. 
 

Highlighted in the report were: 

 Market supplement numbers have not changed since December and remain at 

11; however the next report will reflect an increase in the next period due to a new 
surveyor market supplement in Housing which has recently been agreed; 

 Vacancies are at 44 compared to 29 in December. Appointments have been made 

to 10 of these vacancies and start dates have been agreed in the forthcoming 
weeks; 

 The average time taken to fill vacancies has decreased from 72.83 days to 61.69 
days since December. Benchmarking data indicates that c100 days is around the 

average time taken by organisations to fill posts; 

  We are beginning to see a return to pre-pandemic turnover rates and the current 

forecast for cumulative voluntary turnover for 2023/24 is 8.85% which is lower 
than pre-pandemic rates; 

 Sickness absence levels are continuing at a similar level to those reported from 

December to February. The projected forecast is currently 9.76 days, which is still 
above the end of year absence target of 8.5 days per FTE. 

 

The Committee discussed obtaining some form of benchmarking data, recognising the 
difficulties in other authorities supplying such data, and differing service delivery across 

local authorities. The Committee was advised that the LGA/South West Councils were 
exploring a new benchmarking service which would assist with this in the future. 
 

Workforce planning was key in helping the authority to be robust to changes in future 
years.  The HR service continued to monitor and assist service areas with workforce 

planning. 
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Personnel Committee 16 April 2024 
 

Issues around recruitment were still an issue for local authorities for more specialised 
roles, such as surveyors and solicitors.  Other specialised roles such as environmental 

health and planning were still difficult to recruit, but some developments such as the 
LGA’s “Pathways to Planning” were helping, in response to a national shortage, and the 
Council was engaged with this programme. 

 
Breakdown of paygrades against the FTE workforce would be provided in the annual 

people data report to the Committee. 
 
A request was made for headcount figures prior to the relocation to the current offices 

used by the Council.  This figure was not readily available; however, some anecdotal 
evidence was offered by both officers and Members on the low levels of staff in previous 

years; increases in recent years had been in accordance with budgetary requests agreed 
by Council. 
 

The Committee endorsed the report. 
 

37    Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 - Exclusion of 

Press and Public  

 

The Committee agreed to go into private session for the next item. 
 

38    Request for additional funding and resource within the HR and 

Payroll Service  

 

The Committee considered the report setting out the establishment of a new ‘Grow Our 

Own’ budget to support the Council’s Grow Our Own strategy, and a new post of HR 
Operations Manager. 

 
RECOMMENDED to Council 

1. that the Grow Our Own budget of £143,000 be approved, to sit within the HR and 

Payroll Service 
1. that funding for a new post of HR Operations Manager of £76,000 be approved. 

 
 
 

Attendance List 

Councillors present: 

E Rylance (Chair) 
J Loudoun (Vice-Chair) 

K Blakey 
V Bonetta 
J Brown 

T Dumper 
P Faithfull 

D Haggerty 
N Hookway 
M Martin 

 
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting) 

I Barlow 
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Personnel Committee 16 April 2024 
 

Officers in attendance: 

Amanda Coombes, Democratic Services Officer 

Simon Davey, Director of Finance 
Joanna Fellows, Corporate Lead - HR and Payroll 
Debbie Meakin, Democratic Services Officer 

 
Councillor apologies: 

P Arnott 
M Chapman 
M Hartnell 

P Hayward 
E Wragg 

 
 
 

 
 

Chair   Date:  
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Report to: Personnel Committee 

 

Date of Meeting 13th June 2024 

Document classification: Part A Public Document 

Exemption applied: None 

Review date for release N/A 

 

Director Recruitment 

Report summary: 

To advise on the recruitment process to appoint the Directors of Place and Housing and Health.  

Is the proposed decision in accordance with: 

Budget    Yes ☒ No ☐ 

Policy Framework  Yes ☒ No ☐  

Recommendation: 

That Committee note the recruitment process for the Director recruitments and the process for 
determining who will constitute the Interviewing Sub Committee.  

Reason for recommendation: 

The appointment of Directors requires approval by Council, following the recommendation of the 

Interviewing (Chief Officers) Sub Committee, as set out in the Personnel Committee Terms of 
Reference and the Employment Procedure Rules. 

 

Officer: Jo Fellows, Corporate Lead – Human Resources jfellows@eastdevon.gov.uk  

 

Portfolio(s) (check which apply): 

☐ Climate Action and Emergency Response 

☐ Coast, Country and Environment 

☒ Council and Corporate Co-ordination 

☐ Communications and Democracy 

☐ Economy 

☐ Finance and Assets 

☐ Strategic Planning 

☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities 

☐ Culture, Leisure, Sport and Tourism 

 

Equalities impact Medium Impact 

Recruitment and selection will be undertaken in accordance with employment and equality law and 
the Council’s policy and procedures. 

Climate change Low Impact 

Risk: Medium Risk; Failure to recruit to this key and statutory role in the Council could lead to 

service disruption and an inability to undertake Council business. 

Links to background information n/a 
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Link to Council Plan 

Priorities (check which apply) 

☐ Better homes and communities for all  

☐ A greener East Devon 

☐ A resilient economy 

 
 

Report in full 

1. On 8th May 2024 Council agreed to the arrangements for backfilling the Director of Housing 
role, along with the proposal to reassign some areas of responsibility and recruit to a new 

Director of Place position. Recruitment for these two roles – Director of Housing and Health 
and Director of Place has now commenced, and this report provides information on the 
process and timescale.  

 
2. Directors are employed on Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC) Chief Officer terms and 

conditions. The Council’s Employment Procedure Rules (Part 4, paragraph 4.8 of the 
Constitution) state that full Council will approve the appointment of Directors following the 
recommendation of such an appointment by the Interviewing Sub Committee. The Sub 

Committee consists of seven councillors drawn from the membership of the Personnel 
Committee which shall include at least one member of the Cabinet, subject to the rules relating 

to political balance/proportionality (Personnel Committee Terms of Reference, Part 3, Section 
2, paragraph 2.10.6). 

 

3. An executive search agency has been commissioned to support the recruitment process. This 
is standard practice for roles at this level as it provides access to a wide range of potential 

candidates and specialist advice and support, which is particularly helpful given the continuing 
challenging employment market. This approach has also proved beneficial during the recent 
Chief Executive and previous Director recruitments. The agency has developed a recruitment 

campaign, will liaise with potential candidates, and supports the selection process. The costs of 
commissioning the agency were approved by Council on 8th May.  

 
2. The planned timescale for the recruitment and selection process is as follows. On the advice of 

the agency, the process has been extended to avoid August summer holidays as much as 

possible: 

 End May/early June – preparatory work by the agency and go live with recruitment advert 

on 13th June (Municipal Journal and microsite). 

 21st July – closing date for applications. 

 w/c 29th July/5th August - initial sifting by the agency and agreement of longlist. 

 w/c 12th August – preliminary technical interviews with the Chief Executive. 

 w/c 19th August – final shortlist and assessment centre briefing with the Interviewing Sub 
Committee. Psychometric and media testing for candidates. 

 w/c 2nd or 9th September – assessment centre selection process, including Sub Committee 

interviews. 

 Mid September – Council and Cabinet member objection procedures followed. 

 September – December 2024 – onboarding of successful candidate, commencement of 
employment (subject to notice requirements) and commencement of induction. 
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3. The Interviewing Sub Committee will be required to make recommendations to full Council 
about the proposed appointment and it is proposed that Sub Committee membership is 

confirmed as soon as possible to enable the Corporate Lead – HR and executive search 
agency to undertake preparatory work with the Sub Committee in advance of the selection 

process. Group leaders have been asked to confirm names by 17th June. 
 

4. The existing interim arrangements agreed with Council to cover the two Director roles will 

continue until the appointment of the new postholder. Following expressions of interest and an 
interview process the following Assistant Directors have been confirmed as acting up in the 

Director role on an interim basis: 

 Director of Place – Andrew Wood 

 Director of Housing and Health – Catrin Stark. 

 
5. Committee will be kept informed of progress. 

 

Financial implications: 

Council have approved a £35k budget for a recruitment budget.   

Legal implications: 

As is outlined in the report, the procedure for the recruitment of a Director is set out in the Officer 
Procedure Rules. This requires appointment by Full Council following a recommendation by the 
Interviewing Sub-Committee. Full Council can only appoint where no well-founded objection has 

been made by a Member of the Cabinet. Council makes the final decision on whether a complaint 
is well-founded. 
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Report to: Personnel Committee 

 

Date of Meeting 13th June 2024 

Document classification: Part A Public Document 

Exemption applied: None 

Review date for release N/A 

 

People Data Report 

Report summary: 

This report provides key data on the workforce, to support policy decision making and an overview 
of workforce matters. It also includes the annual People Data Report for 2023/24, which sets out a 
wider range of detail on workforce matters and an update on recruitment and retention, including 

the outcomes of a recent pay benchmarking exercise. 

Is the proposed decision in accordance with: 

Budget    Yes ☒ No ☐ 

Policy Framework  Yes ☒ No ☐  

Recommendation: 

That the Committee endorses the content of the report. 

Reason for recommendation: 

To support policy decision making and an overview of workforce matters. 

 

Officer: Jo Fellows, HR Manager. jfellows@eastdevon.gov.uk 

 

Portfolio(s) (check which apply): 

☐ Climate Action and Emergency Response 

☐ Coast, Country and Environment 

☒ Council and Corporate Co-ordination 

☐ Democracy, Transparency and Communications 

☐ Economy and Assets 

☐ Finance 

☐ Strategic Planning 

☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities 

☐ Tourism, Sports, Leisure and Culture 

 

Equalities impact Low Impact 

  

Climate change Low Impact 

Risk: Low Risk;   
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Links to background information 211130 People Data Proposals Report for Personnel Ctte 

FINAL.pdf (eastdevon.gov.uk) 

Link to Council Plan 

Priorities (check which apply) 

☐ Better homes and communities for all  

☐ A greener East Devon 

☐ A resilient economy 

 

 

Report in full 

1. This report provides a regular update on key people data to inform policy decisions and to 

provide an overview of workforce matters, as agreed by Committee in November 2021. 
Analysis is summarised below, with the full data at appendix 1. 
 

2. Committee also agreed that an Annual People Data Report, providing a wider range of 
information, including equalities, training and employee relations activity, be provided to the 

Committee each year and the 2023/24 annual report is included at appendix 2. 
 

3. Over recent years recruitment and retention has been a particular challenge for the Council, as 

it has for many employers, and this report therefore includes a focus on actions taken or being 
taken to support recruitment and retention, including the outcomes of a recent pay 

benchmarking exercise. 
 

4. Regular People Data Report (appendix 1) - The latest report reflects the data available from 

the HR system up to 30 April 2024 unless otherwise stated. Particular areas to note are: 
4.1. The number of market supplements applied to posts has increased by 10 from 11 to 

21 since the last reporting period. Market supplements are applied to posts which are 
difficult to recruit to in a challenging labour market and the increase relates particularly 
to arborists and surveyor roles in the Housing Service, where there is a general 

shortage of candidates, leading to increased pay rates in the market. Market 
supplements continue to be reviewed on an annual basis.  

4.2. Absence monitoring for the period 2024/25 has just commenced. 0.96 FTE days was 
lost per person in April 2024 and although this is the start of the monitoring period it is 
currently projected to be 11.51 days per FTE by the end of March 2025, higher than 

our target of 8.5 FTE days and higher than the annual figure for 2023/24 which was 
10.05 days per FTE.  The projected figure will fluctuate as we progress through the 

fiscal year and we will continue to monitor through the regular people data reports.    
4.3. The average length of time to recruit has increased from 61.69 days to 85.15 days 

since the last reporting period in February, however we still remain below the national 

average which is circa 100 days.   
4.4. The number of agency workers has increased by 4, linked to the usual seasonal 

demands in StreetScene.  
4.5. The number of vacancies recruiting and not recruiting is currently 7.97% of the 

headcount (44 vacancies).   21 of these are currently being actively recruited to and 

12 have been appointed and waiting to start employment.  
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5. Annual People Data Report (appendix 2) – This report provides more analysis on a wider 

range of workforce factors for the whole of 2023/24. Some of the key analysis includes: 
5.1. Headcount increased by 3.75% compared to the same period the previous year but 

remained below our budgeted FTE of 557.3.   The largest proportion of our workforce 
was paid at grade 4 (28.8%) (£33,945 -£40,221) and the largest service was Housing, 

Health and Environment which represents 55.25% of the organisation.    
5.2. Salary costs increased this year by 14.8% due to increased headcount and the 

nationally determined Pay Award. 

5.3. Staff travelling costs reduced for the second year running by 1.01%, possibly 
attributable to the Council’s Worksmart Policy. 

5.4. Vacancy rates remained similar from the beginning to the end of the year, between 7% 
and 8% of headcount. This compares favourably to when vacancies were at their peak 
in August 2022, with 60 vacancies and a vacancy rate of 11.76%. Recruitment costs 

increased this year to £1,368 per head, in part due to market shortages where some 
posts have had to be readvertised twice, however this is still significantly below the 

average benchmark cost of £3,000 - £5,000 per head.  
5.5. Combined voluntary and non-voluntary turnover reduced to 11.25% compared to the 

previous year when it was 13.75%.   This compares favourably with other public sector 

organisations which are on average 14.6%.   
5.6. Despite capacity challenges, the number of attendees that participated in training 

activity increased from 372 to 483 over the last year and training feedback continued to 
be positive.    

5.7. The number of apprenticeships grew by 54.54% over the last year, with 17 apprentices, 

and a significant reduction in the Levy funds therefore being lost to the government 
(£3,852 compared to £14,854 the previous year).  

5.8. The number of FTE days lost per employee to sickness absence reduced by 2.88% 
from 10.94 FTE days to 10.05 FTE days, although still above our target of 8.5 days.   
There was a reduction in both short-term and medium-term absence, however there 

was an increase in absences longer than 2 months which accounted for 42.69% of all 
absence. 30 employees were absent over the course of the year for 2 months or more 

compared to 2022/23 when it was 25. Stress, anxiety and fatigue (personal) was cited 
by 10 employees and was the biggest cause of long-term absence. 

5.9. Employee relations issues have been prominent features of 2023/24 with an 

unprecedented 7 grievances which has largely been the result of complex relationship 
issues which have not been able to be resolved through mediation. In addition, 9 cases 

of alleged misconduct were investigated, 4 of which resulted in no further action.  
5.10. Our workforce profile has not changed significantly since 2022/23. The average age of 

the workforce remains at 48 and 1.8% of our workforce are from an ethnic group other 

than white UK.  The number of disabled employees has reduced slightly from 5.82% to 
5.43%. The biggest change is the gender split between male and female with 53.75% of 

our workforce being female compared to 50.75% last year, while the number of males 
has reduced from 49.25% to 46.55%. The Council’s Gender Pay Gap has also 
reversed, with 4.29% of males paid lower than females, compared to 6.18% of females 

paid lower than males in 2022/23. 
 

6. Recruitment and Retention Update  

6.1. As the people data shows, vacancy and turnover rates have reduced. Anecdotal 
feedback from managers also suggests that the number of applications for roles has 

improved. Although the general trend is positive, there remains challenges with 
recruitment to specific professions/roles, for example surveyors, solicitors and arborists. 

This is in line with the wider market and where necessary the Council has agreed 
market supplements, as described above, to attempt to mitigate against this.  
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6.2. Over recent years recruitment and retention has been a challenge for the Council, 
aligned to the experiences of many other employers. A range of interventions have 
been put in place to support this including a review of the Recruitment Policy, improved 

pay and grading arrangements (known as the Reward Review), vacancy monitoring 
(which forms part of the people data reports) and a new employer brand which is used 

when advertising posts. There has also been a review and improvements to the 
recruitment process, together with working more closely with managers so that they 
understand the process, improved training in our processes and updated information 

and guidance available via the intranet. Further enhancements to staff benefits and the 
Happy Healthy Here staff health and wellbeing programme have also been 

implemented, including a new staff benefits portal and Employee Assistance 
Programme, introduction of Wellbeing Champions and resources to support mental 
health and financial wellbeing. 

6.3. Further work planned for this year includes the exploration of an EV car salary sacrifice 
scheme and further improvements to the Cycle to Work Scheme, consideration of 

annual leave improvements (subject to UNISON consultation and Personnel Committee 
approval), a Grow Our Own/apprenticeship video to support recruitment and a review of 
the recruitment templates.  

6.4. In 2022 the Council implemented a new pay and grading structure following a process 
known as the Reward Review. This year some work has been undertaken to 

benchmark current salary levels against the market to assess whether the Council’s pay 
rates remain attractive. During the Reward Review, the Council reconfirmed that it 
aspired to being a median pay employer and to also pay the Real Living Wage as its 

minimum pay point. The pay benchmarking exercise therefore took this into account 
when determining suitable comparators.  In total 29 job roles in 10 job families were 

benchmarked (Appendix 3). Largely the benchmarking exercise showed that the 
Council’s pay rates remain competitive, apart from the following roles which are 
currently paid below the median pay rate:   

 Public Health Officer, by £1,091, which has been addressed by a market 
supplement.  

 Solicitor, by £3,594, which has been addressed by a market supplement.  

 Arborist Team Leader, by £4,690, which has recently been addressed by a market 

supplement.   
6.5. The results therefore suggest that the current pay and grading structure remains 

competitive in the market and therefore no changes are proposed. Where there are 

individual jobs where the Council is not competitive in the market, the market 
supplement approach, as set out in the Pay and Reward Policy, continues to be used.   

 
7. The HR team will continue to provide regular people data reports to Committee and monitor 

recruitment and retention rates, including updating the reports to align with the new Senior 

Leadership Team structure. 

 

Financial implications: 

There are no recommendations within the report. 

Legal implications: 

 There are no specific legal implications requiring comment. 
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East Devon District Council People Data 

Data as at: 30.04.24 

Headcount  
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FTE & Headcount by month 

Actual Headcount at end of month Actual FTE at end of the month
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Comms, Digital Services & Engagement (AH)

HR & Payroll (JF)

Governance and Licensing (MW)

Housing, Health & Environment (TH)

Planning, Strategy and Development (EF)

Growth, Development & Prosperity (AW)

Finance (SD)

Comms, Digital
Services &

Engagement (AH)
HR & Payroll (JF)

Governance and
Licensing (MW)

Housing, Health &
Environment (TH)

Planning, Strategy
and Development

(EF)

Growth,
Development &
Prosperity (AW)

Finance (SD)

FTE 9 14 27.51 289.35 66.17 11.8 98.08

Headcount 9 16 31 305 71 14 106

Headcount and FTE by Service Area (as at 30.04.24)

FTE Headcount

Actual Headcount: 
 

552 

Full Time Equivalent: 
 

515.68 

Budgeted FTE for 2024/25: 
 

565.4 

This data incorporates permanent, fixed term and 

apprentice employees. It excludes casuals, agency 

workers and contractors.    

Headcount is the actual number of employees.    

Full Time Equivalent (FTE) measures employees in a 

way that makes them comparable although they may 

work a different number of hours per week. The unit is 

obtained by comparing an employee's average 

number of hours worked to the average number of full 

time hours. A full-time person is therefore counted as 

1 FTE, while a part-time worker is a proportion of 1 

FTE. For example, a part-timer employed for 18.5 

hours a week where full-time work consists of 37 

hours, is counted as 0.5 FTE. 
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Vacancies, Agency Workers, Market Supplements and Recruitment 
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Communications, Digital Services and Engagement (AH)

Environmental Health (MB)

Human Resources (JF)

Place, Asset & Commercialisation (TC)

Revenues & Benefits (LJ)

Governance & Licensing (MW)

Vacancy data by Service  (as at 01.05.24)

Total Vacancies (recruiting in progress) Total Vacancies (not recruiting)

 This month 

Last  

reporting 

period 

Total Vacancies for EDDC 

(Recruiting in Progress & Not 

Recruiting) 

44 

(7.97% of 

headcount 

44  

(7.95% of 

headcount) 

Total number of Market 

Supplements 21 11 

Average length of time a 

Recruiting in Progress vacancy is 

vacant 85.15 days 61.69 days 

 

Total Positions filled by Agency 

 36 32 

Last Reporting Period – this was 1 March 2024, as reported to Personnel 
Committee in March 2024. 
NOT Recruiting Vacancies - Vacancies that are not currently part of the recruiting 
process, where a valid Authority to Recruit is in place or the position has been 
vacant for less than 1 month. This may be because they are on hold or recruitment is 
being prepared.  
Recruiting in Progress - Vacancies being recruited to. 
Average length of time a vacancy is vacant – this counts the number of calendar 
days a Recruiting in Progress Vacancy has been vacant.  The count is from either 
when the post became vacant or when a new post was added to the HR system. It is 
only possible to calculate this figure for the Council as a whole due to HR system 
capabilities.  
Agency - The number of posts that are currently filled by Agency Workers. The 
numbers by Service or costs are not held centrally in the HR system. 

Market Supplement – An additional payment made in excess of the job evaluated 

grade because of recruitment issues linked to market pressures, as per the Market 

Supplement Policy. Based on the number of people rather than vacant positions that 

may attract a market supplement. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Compliance & Planned Works

Environmental Health & Car Parks

Governance & Licensing

Growth, Development & Prosperity

Place, Asset and Commercialisation

Planning, Strategy & Development

Tenancy Services

Positions by Service Subject to a Market Supplement 
(as 01.05.24)
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1.00%

1.20%

Culmulative Turnover % by Type per month
(April 24 ) 

Cumulative Voluntary Turnover

Cumulative Non Voluntary Turnover

Cumulative Turnover (Voluntary & Non Voluntary)

Monthly Turnover

Cumulative 

Voluntary 
Turnover as 

at 30.04.24 

Projected 

Voluntary 
Turnover 

Cumulative 

Non-
Voluntary 

Turnover as 
at 30.04.24 

Projected 

Non 
Voluntary 

Turnover 

Cumulative 

Turnover 
(Voluntary 

& Non-
Voluntary) 

Projected 

Turnover 
(Voluntary 

& Non 
Voluntary) 

0.91% 10.92% 0.18% 2.16% 1.09% 13.08% 

Employee turnover is measured by the percentage of 

leavers during a period and is shown as a cumulative 
month on month trend. 

Voluntary turnover only includes resignations.  

Non-voluntary Turnover includes dismissals, 

redundancy, end of fixed term contracts, and ill health 
retirement. 

Projected turnover figures are estimates for the whole 

year based on information to date, this figure will 

fluctuate and stabilise as we progress through the fiscal 
year.  
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Sickness Absence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chief
Executive &

Support
HR & Payroll

Communicatio
ns, Digital

Services and
Engagement

Governance &
Licensing

Housing,
Health &

Environment

Planning,
Strategy &

Development

Growth,Dev'm
ent, &

Prosperity
Finance

April 0 0 2.97 1.14 1.16 0.2 0.16 0.85

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Working days lost per FTE by service area 
April  24  

Working days lost per FTE 
(Apr 24) 

Working days lost per FTE  

(Apr 24) 

Working days lost per FTE for last 
Reporting Period  

(February 24) 

This reporting period 

(April 2024) 

  0.96 days per month* 0.96  (0.96 days per month) 0.81 days 0.96 days 

Top 3 reasons for absence 

 

Short term 
(<8 days) 

1. Phased Return 
2. Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat 
3. Neurological, Headaches, 

Migraines 
 

Medium 
term (>8 
days, <2 
months) 

1. Personal stress, anxiety, 
fatigue 

2. Hospital Treatment or 
Operation 

3. Other Muscular -Skeletal 
Problems 
 

 

Long term 
(>2 
months) 

 
1. Personal stress, anxiety, 

fatigue 
2. Hospital Treatment or 

Operation  
3. Neurological 

Headaches/migraines 
 

*Based on current information the projected 
figure for end of year absence per FTE is 
currently 11.51 days per FTE, the annual target 
is 8.5 days per FTE 
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People Data Annual Report 2023/2024 
 

1 Introduction 
This report has been produced annually for several years with the aim of 

providing important people data and analysis to the Strategic Leadership 

Team and to members. Personnel Committee agreed some revisions to the 

annual report on 30th November 2021, which is reflected in the information 

below. This report refers to data for the 2023/24 financial year. 
 

2 Headcount and full time equivalent  
 
2.1. Headcount for the financial year compared to the previous 5 years 

As of 31st March 2024, the headcount was 552 and the full time 

equivalent (FTE1) was 515.02.  Headcount has increased by 3.75% 

compared to the same period the previous year and reflects the 

increase in posts in some areas as part of the budget planning process. 

We remain below the budgeted FTE of 557.3. 

 

 
 

  
 

  

                                                                 
1 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) measures employees in a way that makes them comparable 

although they may work a different number of hours per week. The unit is obtained by 

comparing an employee's average number of hours worked to the average number of full time 

hours. A full-time person is therefore counted as 1 FTE, while a part-time worker is a proportion 

of 1 FTE. For example, a part-timer employed for 18.5 hours a week where full-time work 

consists of 37 hours, is counted as 0.5 FTE. 
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2.2. Actual headcount and FTE by grade for the year compared to 

previous year  

Following our Reward Review in the third quarter of 2022 which revised 

our grading structure, we are not able to make a direct comparison to 

previous years. However at the end of 2022/23, the majority of our 

workforce (27.47%) were paid in grade 4 (£33,945 - £40,221) which has 

increased slightly in 2023/24 to 28.8%.  This is closely followed by 

21.01% of our workforce being paid at grade 2 (£27,334 -£29,777).   

 

 

2.3. Headcount by Service 

The graph below shows the headcount and FTE by service area as of 

31st March 2024. Housing, Health and Environment represent 55.25% 

of the organisation.   
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Grade 7

Ass't Director

Director

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7
Ass't

Director
Director

% of workforce 12.68 21.01 18.11 28.98 12.13 3.8 1.08 1.81 0.54

FTE 65.27 102.88 89.85 154.04 62.32 20.71 6 9.96 3

Headcount 70 116 100 160 67 21 6 10 3

Headcount & FTE by Grade 

% of workforce FTE Headcount
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Chief

Executive and
Support

FTE 99.08 11.8 66.57 288.04 27.51 14 8

Headcount 107 14 71 305 31 16 8

Headcount and FTE by Service Area
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2.4. Annual Salary Costs for the financial year compared to the last 5 

years  

 

Salary costs in the graph above relate only to the general fund and 

externally funded posts. Posts which are paid from the Housing 

Revenue Account are excluded from these figures.  

 

Salary costs have increased by 14.8% compared to the previous year, 

which is the result of increased headcount and the Pay Award which is 

negotiated nationally. The Pay Award for 2023/24 was £1,925 on all 

spinal column points.  

 

The Pay Award for 2024/25 is currently still under negotiation between 

the national employers and trade unions (UNITE, GMB and UNISON). 

The unions have requested £3,000 on all spinal column points or 10% 

whichever is greater, however the employers have offered a full and 

final offer of £1,290 on all spinal points, and therefore the pay 

negotiations currently remain unresolved.  

 

2.5. Staff Travel Costs for the last 5 years  

Travel expenses include business and training mileage.  The graph 

below shows there has been a 1.01% reduction in travelling expenses 

in 2023/24 claimed by employees compared to the same period last 

year. On average travelling officers are claiming for 1,437 miles per 

annum, 15 miles less than last year.    

 

This reduction is the result of increased use of technology which allows 

more meetings to take place remotely, in line with the Council’s 

Worksmart Policy and supports our Climate Change Strategy 

aspirations.  
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3 Vacancies, Agency Workers and Recruitment 

 
3.1. Recruitment activity  

The costs of recruitment advertising for the last few years are shown in 

the table below and demonstrate the increase in recruitment activity, 

linked to recent recruitment and retention challenges, as well as 

increased recruitment media costs.  

In 2023/24 we recruited 75 new starters compared to 107 in 2022/23, 

82 in 2021/22 and 34 in 2020/21. The cost per head of recruiting in 

2023/24 was £1,368 per head, compared to the previous year when it 

was £894, a 53.02% increase on the previous year.       

Due to market shortages some posts have had to be advertised more 

than once since the first advert did not yield sufficient or suitable 

applicants.  According to the CIPD (Chartered Institute of Personnel 

and Development) the average cost of recruitment per employee can 

range from £3,000 to £5,000 so despite the increase we are still 

performing well against this benchmark, making effective use of media 

and using free resources where possible as well as publicising via our 

social media channels.  

Recruitment 
Advertising 

Spend 

2023/24 2022/23 2021/22 2020/21 2019/20 

£102,662 £95,714 £68,349 £30,105 £32,917 

 

3.2. Vacancy and Agency Data 

We regularly report vacancy, market supplement and agency data to 

Personnel Committee. The table overleaf provides a snapshot of the 

beginning and end of the year.  

Although vacancy numbers remain similar at the beginning and end of 

the year it should be noted that vacancy levels are lower than at the 

peak of the recruitment challenges and prior to implementation of the 

Reward Review. The most recent reported LGA data (2020/21) has a 

vacancy rate median benchmark figure of 15%. In addition, of the 45 

vacancies as at 31st March 2024, 12 have now been appointed to and 

are waiting to start and 21 posts were under active recruitment.  Only 

11 vacancies were not being actively recruited to at that time, in the 

main because recruitment campaigns were being arranged. 
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The increase in agency staff is due to some seasonal appointments in 

StreetScene. However, in the main agency cover has been used to 

provide essential assistance to cover hard to fill jobs where there are 

significant local/national labour shortages for certain skills, such as 

surveyors, planning and legal roles, whilst permanent recruitment is 

pursued.  

The length of time a role is vacant has increased slightly and is largely 

due to some posts having some lengthy notice periods to serve prior to 

commencement, which has skewed the average.  

 

3.3. Market supplements  

Market Supplements are an additional temporary payment to the basic 

salary of an employee where market pressures would otherwise prevent 

the Council from being able to recruit or retain staff with a particular 

skill. Market supplements are reviewed annually, informed by market 

data at that time.  

Up until the implementation of the Reward Review the number of 

market supplements were at their highest level of 49.   One of the aims 

of the Reward Review was to reduce the requirement for market 

supplements by ensuring alignment of standard grades to the market, 

where possible, thus negating their need. The graph below shows the 

level and cost of market supplements applied to posts up to the 

introduction of the Reward Review in December 2022 and post Reward 

Review.    

The number of market supplements has increased from 8 at the end of 

2022/23 to 11 at the end of 2023/24.   This remains below the 2018/19 

level prior to the covid pandemic and pre the Reward Review, but 

demonstrates ongoing pressures in certain specific roles and 

professions such as solicitors.  The 11 posts which were in receipt of a 

market supplement at the end of 2023/24 are in Legal, Place, Asset and 

Commercialisation, Growth, Development and Prosperity and 

Environmental Health.  

 

 

 

01.04.23 31.03.24 

Total Vacancies for EDDC 

(Recruiting in Progress & Not 

Recruiting) 
38 

(7.14% of the workforce) 

45 

(8.15% of the workforce) 

Average length of time a 

Recruiting in Progress vacancy 

is vacant 99.94 days 100.37 days 
 

Total Positions filled by Agency 

 22 36 
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4 Turnover 
 
4.1. Cumulative Voluntary Turnover  

Voluntary turnover includes resignations and retirements (there is no 

compulsory retirement age). In the last annual report, we advised that it 

would take up to 12 months to establish if the 2022 Reward Review along 

with other actions had had a positive effect on our voluntary turnover rates 

and we reported there was an early indication that turnover had slowed in 

the last quarter of 2023/24.       

The graph below shows cumulative voluntary turnover for the last five 

years. At the end of 2023/24 voluntary turnover was 8.89%, equating to 49 

voluntary leavers compared to 9.91% the previous year where there were 

65 voluntary leavers - a decrease of 24.61%.  

 

Reasons for leaving are varied and it is not always possible to identify a 

specific reason, particularly as not all leavers return an exit questionnaire 

or specify detailed reasons within their resignation letter. To help with 

collecting more meaningful data we have made modifications to our 

leavers form which has assisted greatly.  
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Last year the top two reasons for leaving were retirement and career 

advancement and these still remain the top two reasons for leaving but in 

reverse order, career advancement (18) and retirement (16).    

 

Exit Questionnaires 

We had a 48.97% return of exit questionnaires from voluntary leavers 
this year which has allowed us to gain more insight into reasons for 

leaving.  Of the exit questionnaire respondents, the following insights 
were gathered. 

 

 
 
40% of respondents were retiring and 16% were either leaving because 

of family reasons or for higher pay.    
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However, 58% either strongly agreed or tended to agree that they were 
paid adequately for the role they did. Those that tended to disagree 
were in roles such as surveyors or arborist, where there are wider 

market pay pressures.  
 

 

 
 
83% tended to agree or strongly agree that other benefits, excluding 

pay, were good. Only 4% said they disagreed, whilst 13% were unsure.  
 

 
 

21%

37%

25%
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The pay was adequate for the job I was doing
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46%

37%

0%
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71% tended to agree or strongly agree that they would recommend 
EDDC as a good place to work.  
 

In 2023/24, 3 employees left the council within 9 months which 
compared favourably to the last 2 years where there was 7 in 2022/23 

and 16 in 2022/21. Employees that left within 9 months were only with 
the Council between 2 – 8 days.  

 

 
4.2. Cumulative Non-voluntary Turnover  

Non-voluntary turnover includes dismissals, redundancy, end of fixed 

term contracts and death in service.  

At the end of 2023/24 cumulative non-voluntary turnover was 2.36% (11 

dismissals and sadly 1 death in service) which is higher than last year's 

1.13% (6 dismissals) but is still lower than 2020/21 when it was 3.07% 

(14 dismissals). 
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4.3. Combined Cumulative Voluntary and Non-voluntary Turnover and 

Comparisons with Benchmarking Data 

Examining all turnover data (voluntary and non-voluntary), the 2023/24 
rate of 11.25% shows a decline from the previous year's 13.75%.  

Notably the lowest turnover rate recorded in the last 5 years was 6.97% 
during the Covid-19 Pandemic which stands out as an exceptional and 

atypical year.    

 
 
Specific figures for turnover rates across different councils in the 

southwest are not uniformly available.  Turnover trends for 2023/24 

indicate that there is an increase in turnover rates compared to previous 

years influenced by factors including economic conditions and labour 

market dynamics. Turnover rates vary significantly by industry - the 

private sector have a turnover rate of 8.9% while public sector services 

are at 14.6%.   Higher public service rates are likely to be indicative of 

increased pressures to manage staffing levels amidst financial 

constraints and rising demand for services.   

 

The table below from Local Government Inform shows local 

government turnover benchmark data for all (voluntary and non-

voluntary) turnover. East Devon District Council’s cumulative voluntary 

and non–voluntary turnover is less than the maximum for all the years 

where benchmarking data has been reported. Unfortunately, there is no 

current benchmarking data for years between 2021 and 2024.   

 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

18/19 1.41 2.24 2.64 4.26 4.42 5.65 5.86 6.78 9.05 10.46 10.94 11.69

19/20 1.21 1.71 1.91 2.63 3.63 4.21 4.57 4.55 5.88 6.5 6.94 7.3

20/21 0.59 1.18 1.79 2.2 3.04 3.63 4.04 4.23 4.83 6.09 6.31 6.97

21/22 1.03 1.83 2.83 4.02 4.63 5.56 6.35 7.14 7.76 7.95 9.09 9.91

22/23 1.59 2.58 4.36 6.21 6.93 8.43 8.89 10.53 11.08 11.78 12.8 13.75

23/24 0.93 1.28 2.37 3.29 5.08 5.74 6.47 7.47 7.98 8.69 10.13 11.25
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5 Learning and development and ‘growing our own’  

 
5.1. Learning and Development Activity 

As shown in the table below, take up of training by employees has 

increased this year compared to last year, although anecodotally, there 

continues to be an apparent capacity challenge for staff allocating time 

to attend training.  

 

We have continued to roll-out Safeguarding Level 3 training and Mental 

Capacity Act Assessment Training for front line staff to support the 

Safeguarding Policy.  

We have also upgraded our e-learning platform which has more 

functionality and flexibility with data and reports more visible to 

managers which will assist with identifying the mandatory training that 

has been completed by teams.  Staff were moved to this system 

together with their completion records at the end of February 24 and 

although it is too early to run meaningful reports, we can advise that the 

system currently has 520 active users with 6,495 completed records. 

We have also entered a group of aspiring managers into the South 

West Council Challenge in October 2023, where we were highly 

commended for two awards - the Best Team and Communications. We 

intend to continue with this initiative on an annual basis.  

Leadership development training was also provided to the Senior 

Leadership Team, and we have also facilitated Mental Health 

Awareness and Resilience Training for Housing Staff.    

Post training evaluation feedback on the learning and development 

offered continues to be positive.    

Learning and 

development activity 

2023/ 

2024 

2022/ 

2023 

2021/ 

2022 

2020/ 

2021 

Number of learning and 
development events 

organised and delivered 

44 32 31 61 

Number of attendees 483 372 227 452 

Overall spend 
(corporate training 
budget only) 

£60,000 £60,000 £34,514 £32,819 

In addition to the above we also have 412 users with e-learning licenses 
who have completed 2,304 courses comprising of 2,998 modules.  
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5.2. Apprenticeship Activity 

Apprenticeships are nationally accredited qualifications available to new 

and existing employees, which are funded by the Council’s 

Apprenticeship Levy. The Council must allocate 0.5% of its annual pay 

bill to fund the Levy, which for 2023/24 was c£83k, compared to c£58k 

in 2022/23. This increase in Levy is linked to the increase in headcount 

and subsequently the pay bill.  

The number of apprenticeships the Council is currently supporting is 17 

which is an increase of 54.54% compared to 2022/23, with the Council’s 

apprenticeship numbers specifically commended during the recent Peer 

Challenge.  

Learning and development topics include: 

 Assertiveness, Self Confidence and Communication Skills 

 Business Writing Skills 

 Coaching Skills for Managers 

 Dealing with Difficult Customers ad Behaviours 

 Delegation and Empowerment 

 Developing a Growth Mindset 

 Disciplinary, Capability and Grievances 

 First Aid at Work 

 Managing Sickness Absence 

 Mental Capacity Act Training 

 Mental Health First Aid 

 Performance Management 

 Per Skills for Managers 

 Pre-retirement 

 Presentation Skills 

 Procurement 

 Project Management 

 Recruitment and Selection 

 Safeguarding Level 3 

 Self-Neglect and Hoarding 

 Welcome Morning 

 Management Academy 

 Workplace Mediation Skills 

 Superwellness webinars on 4 topical wellbeing areas.  

Apprenticeship qualifications currently used include: 

 Level 7 Chartered Town Planning (Masters level) 

 Level 7 Senior leader (Masters level) 

 Level 6 Chartered Manager (Degree) 

 Level 6 Environmental Health Practitioner (degree level) 

 Level 6 Building Control Surveyor (degree level) 

 Level 6 Civil Engineer 

 Level 4 Business Analyst 

 Level 4 Counter Fraud Investigator  

 Level 4 Associate Project Management 

 Level 4 IIRV Revenues and Benefits 

 Level 3 HR Support  

 Level 3 Business Administrator 
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We recently held a celebration day for apprentices that had successfully 

completed their end point assessment and in recognition of their 

achievements, which was supported by the Senior Leadership Team 

and service managers.  

 

The Government’s Levy Funding Rules mean that funds will expire and 

transfer to HMRC if they are not utilised within 24 months from the first 

month in which it is paid into our account. Monitoring Levy spend is 

therefore important, to ensure that we maximise its use. The graph 

above shows the total Levy fund and the amount that expired and was 

reclaimed by HMRC. Progress has been made in the number of 

apprenticeships offered to new and existing staff through our grow our 

own work which is demonstrable through maximising Levy spend and 

through the reduction of unspent Levy funds by 74.06% compared to 

the same period last year.  

A new Grow Our Own budget has recently been agreed by Council to 

fund three new early career apprenticeships which will allow services to 

bid for an apprentice within their service, as well as a graduate as part 

of the LGA (Local Govt Association) National Graduate Development 

Programme. The Council is also recruiting a graduate for the LGA’s 

Pathways to Planning programme and we have already recruited to an 

early careers Level 2 Arborist apprenticeship which will commence in 

June 2024.  We also continue to identify apprenticeship opportunities 

for existing staff.    
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6 Sickness Absence & Wellbeing 
 
6.1. FTE Working Days Lost due to Sickness Absence 

The graph below shows the total number of full time equivalent (FTE) 

working days lost per month for the 2023/24 financial year.  

 

The Council’s target is that no more than 8.5 working days should be 

lost through sickness absence, per employee. However, as shown in 

the graph below, we have been in excess of this target for the last 4 

years, apart from the year in which the Covid Pandemic commenced. 

There has however been a 2.88% decrease this year on all absences 

with an average of 10.05 days lost per FTE compared with 10.94 days 

lost per FTE in 2022/23.   Of the total headcount, 21% of employees 

had no absence during 2023/24, which means that 4 in 5 employees 

had at least 1 instance of absence. Although there is no current up to 

date benchmarking data for sickness absence for district councils in 

Devon, one district council reported their absence level was 10.74 days 

per person which is 0.69 FTE higher than East Devon.    

 

According to a recent XpertHR sickness absence survey of public and 

private sector organisations, for an organisation employing between 

250 and 999 employees the upper quartile absence rate was 8.2 FTE 

days per person.      
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6.2. Reasons for Short, Medium and Long-term Absence  

 
Overall, there has been a 2.88% reduction in absence this year, 
reducing from 5,235 total days lost to 5,085 days. The reduction in 

absence is attributable to a decrease in short-term and medium-term 
absence days lost.   Unfortunately, long-term absence has increased 

and is at the highest level reported since 2019/20. 
 
Short-term absence (less than 8 days) accounted for 27.85% of all 

absences, medium-term (9 days to 2 months) accounted for 29.46% of 
all absences and long-term (more than 2 months) accounted for 42.69% 

of all absences. 
 

Comparison over the last five years is shown in the graph below.   

 

 
 

 
Short-term Absence  

Short-term absence has significantly decreased by 11.11% compared 

to the same period last year.  Our Worksmart Policy is possibly 

contributing positively to the reduction in short-term absence rates, as 

employees can continue working if they feel well enough, without 

having to travel to the workplace, whereas in the past they may have 

taken absence. 

Among short-term absences, cold and flu are the leading causes, 

accounting for 23.49% of all short-term absence.  Covid-19 is the 

second most common cause. This data suggests a shift in the primary 

reason for short-term absence to pre-pandemic trends, but with Covid-

19 still contributing notably.   

Returning to the top three reasons for short-term absence since 

2018/19 are stomach, kidney, liver and digestion issues which has 

replaced phased return to work which had previously featured in the top 

three for the last four years.      

The most common reasons for short-term absence over the last five 

years are shown in the table overleaf. 
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Medium-term Absence  

The most common reasons for medium-term absence over the last five 

years are shown in the table below. 

Medium Term Absence (9 days to 2 months) 

 2023/24 2022/23 2021/22 2020/21 2019/20 2018/19 

1 Other Muscular 

Skeletal 
Problems  

(293.82) 

Stress, 

anxiety, 
fatigue 
(personal) 

(410 days) 

Stress, 

anxiety, 
fatigue 
(personal) 

(303 days) 

Stress, 

anxiety 
fatigue 
(personal) 

(525.5 
days) 

Stress, 

anxiety, 
fatigue 
(personal) 

(446 
days) 

Other Muscular 

Skeletal 
Problems 

(243 days) 

2 Stomach, 
Kidney, Liver 

Digestion  

(178.5 days) 

Other 
Muscular 

Skeletal 
Problems 

(225 days) 

Other 
Muscular 

Skeletal 
Problems  

(148 days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 

fatigue 
(work-
related)  

(165 days) 

Hospital 
treatment/ 

operation  

(203 
days) 

Stress, anxiety 
fatigue 

(personal) 

 (230 days)  

3 Depression 
(personal) 

122 days 

Chest/ 
Respiratory 
Problems 

(166 days) 

Hospital 
treatment/ 
operation  

(133 days)  

Hospital 
Treatment/ 
Operation  

(162 days)  

Stress, 
anxiety 
fatigue 

(work-
related)  

(193 

days) 

Hospital 
treatment/ 
operation (173 

days) 

The reduction in medium-term absence by 4.28% is a positive 

development compared to the same period last year.   However 

muscular skeletal issues remain the primary cause, with StreetScene 

being mostly impacted, which is unsurprising given the nature of the 

work.   Stomach issues are the second leading reason caused by 

underlying issues such as colitis and IBS while depression for personal 

reasons ranks third, with bereavement being the main underlying 

reason for an employee’s depression.  

Long-term Absence  

The most common reasons for long-term absence over the last five 

years are shown in the table overleaf. 

 2023/24 2022/23 2021/22 2020/21 2019/20 2018/19 

1 Cold & Flu 

(332 days) 

Covid-19 

(Positive 
Test)  

(458 days) 

Cold & Flu  

(280 days) 

Phased 

Return to 
work  

(140 days) 

Cold & 

Flu (399.5 
days) 

Cold & Flu  

(387 days)  

2 Covid -19 

(Positive 
Test)  

 234 days  

Cold/Flu 

(306 days) 

Covid-19 

Positive Test  

(244 days) 

Stomach, 

Kidney, Liver 
Digestion  

(103 days) 

Phased 

Return  

(251 
days) 

Chest, 

Respiratory  

(257.5 
days) 

3 Stomach, 

Kidney, 
Liver, 
Digestion 

(187.2 days) 

Phased 

return to 
work  

(176 days) 

Phased 

return to 
work (159 
days) 

Cold & Flu  

(100 days)  

Stomach, 

Kidney, 
Liver, 
Digestion 

(217 
days) 

Back 

Problems 
(230 days) 
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Long Term Absence (more than 2 months) 

 2023/24 2022/23 2021/22 2020/21 2019/20 2018/19 

1 Stress, 
anxiety, 

fatigue 
(Personal) 

 (596.64) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 

fatigue 
(work-
related)  

(494 days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 

fatigue 
(Personal) 

(504 days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 

fatigue 
(Personal) 

(525.5 days) 

Hospital 
treatment/ 

operation 
(354 days) 

Hospital 
treatment 

/operation 
(777 days)  

2 Other 
Muscular 
Skeletal 

Issues 

(384.5 
days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 
fatigue 

(Personal) 

(477 days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 
fatigue 

(work-
related)  

(329 days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 
fatigue 

(work-
related) 

(165 days) 

Stress, 
anxiety, 
fatigue 

(Personal) 
(210 days)  

Other 
Muscular 
Skeletal 

Issues (422 
days) 

3 Neurologica

l 
Headaches  

(295 days)  

Covid-19 

(289 days) 

Heart, blood 

pressure, 
circulation  

(263 days) 

Hospital 

treatment/ 
operation  

(142 days) 

Chest/ 

Respiratory 
(165 days)  

Eye, Ear, 

Nose & 
mouth 
/dental, 

Sinusitis 
(253 days)  

Long-term absence accounts for 42.69% of all absences. The number 

of employees absent for 2 months or more is up from the same period 

last year from 25 employees to 30.   Subsequently long-term absence 

has increased by 4.42%. Long-term absence ranged from 43 to 134 

days.    

Stress, anxiety and fatigue (personal) was the leading cause of long-

term absence and was cited by 10 employees (1.18% of our 

headcount) and ranged between 43 and 92 days.  Attributable causes 

were primarily bereavement, and family/relationship issues. Work-

related stress does not feature in the top three reasons for long-term 

absence for the first time since 2020/21, although 4 of the employees 

who were absent for 2 months or month had also raised a grievance.  

Anecdotally the trend for sickness absence in 2023/24 across all 

sectors according to XpertHR is an increase in mental health absences, 

which mirrors our experience.  

Other muscular skeletal issues were cited by 4 employees ranging from 

134 days to 48 days for reasons such as sciatica and arthritis.   3 of the 

4 employees are in manual roles and 1 has since left the Council’s 

employment.  

Neurological issues impacted 2 employees who lost 295 days between 

them.  

Actions to mitigate against sickness absence 

The steps we have taken to address absence levels include return to 

work meetings, absence reviews, referral to employee assistance 

programme, hybrid/flexible working, risk assessments, support on 

return to work and in some cases formal warnings.  We also continue to 

offer absence management training for managers.   
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We also refer to Occupational Health for advice. In the last year we 

instigated 52 Occupational Health referrals and implemented 

reasonable adjustments where appropriate in accordance with the 

Equality Act.    

This last year we have encountered significant service delays from our 

Occupational Health service provider in relation to the issuing of 

appointments and the return of reports, which has inevitably delayed a 

return to work in some cases and subsequently impacted on our 

absence levels. As a result, we have commenced a new procurement 

exercise in partnership with Devon County Council with the aim of 

working with a new supplier from late autumn.   We hope a change of 

supplier will result in employees being seen within a more reasonable 

timescale.    

6.3. Employee wellbeing support  

Overall spend on employee wellbeing and support services for the year 

2023/24 which includes the Employee Assistance Programme, fitness 

for employment screening, occupational health referrals and flu 

vaccinations was £17,385.   

The Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) provides a confidential 

and anonymous service for employees to get impartial advice and 

support through counselling or advice on a range of issues which affect 

employee wellbeing.   It also provides in the moment support on point of 

contact, podcasts and blogs, self-help downloads, debt advice and 

domestic abuse help.  We changed EAP provider in May 23 and 

feedback from employees on the new service includes:  
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During 2023/24, 38 individuals contacted the employee support line for 

either immediate support or longer-term support.    We have supported 

50 separate enhanced face to face counselling sessions.       

29% (11 employees) contacted the EAP for support with stress, 

followed by 21% (7 employees) for support with bereavement.  In equal 

third place at 14% (5 employees) were supported with anxiety, 

depression/low mood and work-related stress.  

 

Employee Assistance programs are widely used across various 

organisations to support wellbeing.   Trends often show similar patterns 

of usage across diverse types of organisations.  The top 5 presenting 

issues for all organisations that use the same EAP provider were as 

follows: 

 

During 2023/24 the Council has supported various initiatives under the 

Council’s Happy Healthy Here offer, including flu vaccinations, “Know 

your Numbers” and “Health MOT” checks in partnership with LED, 

spinal checks with a local chiropractor, smoking cessation pop up’s and 

webinars with a focus on diabetes, menopause, men’s health and social 

wellbeing.   We have also introduced a new health cash plan for 

employees to claim back on health-related expenses, such as the 

physio or chiropractor.  In the latter part of 2023/24, we introduced a 

Wellbeing Champions Programme, similar to Mental Health First 

Aiders, which will assist in embedding a sense of employee 

responsibility for their physical, mental and financial wellbeing and an 

awareness of the tools available to support this.  
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Financial wellbeing continues to be a focus and we still provide access 

to monthly webinars for all staff, if they wish, on a range of topics from 

budgeting to debt management.  Our wellbeing portal also provides 

access to specialised help for debt and financial wellbeing and provides 

employees with discounts on a comprehensive range of lifestyle 

savings.    Employee engagement has increased from 71.4% to 75.36% 

since launching the portal last year.   The top two brands for savings 

are on the weekly shop from Tesco and Asda as shown in the table 

below. 

 

7 Employee Relations 

Employee relations issues include dealing with employee grievances, 

disciplinary matters and dismissals (which can include redundancy or 

cessation of fixed term contract dismissals).  

In 2023/24 there were 10 dismissals compared to 9 the previous year, with 6 

due to the end of fixed term contracts. There were no redundancy dismissals.  

Grievances raised by employees has increased this year from 2 the previous 

year to 7.   The majority of these were in Housing and related to allegations of 

poor management and poor relationships with colleagues. This is an 

unprecedented level of grievances which the Council has not seen in previous 

years. We aim to encourage employees to address their issues informally and 

through mediation where possible, as not only is it costly to the organisation 

but can take significant toll on a person's overall mental health. However, it 

has not been possible to resolve grievances informally in these instances 

which has resulted in significant time and cost to the organisation to deal with. 

It is likely that further organisational changes may lead to potentially similar 

grievance levels next year. 
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HR also investigated under the disciplinary policy and procedure 9 cases of 

alleged misconduct of which 4 resulted in no further action, and 1 resigned 

prior to a formal meeting.  

8 Workforce Profile 
 

8.1 Age  

The average age of the workforce remains unchanged from last year 

and is 48.  

We have 2 employees who are aged 16-19.   The largest proportion of 

the workforce are aged between 45-54 (31.76%) followed by employees 

in the 55-64 age group (30.5%) meaning that 62.26% are aged between 

45-64 years.   18 employees are aged 65+ and 13 currently working 

beyond state pension age of 66.    

 

8.2 Ethnicity  

Results from the most recent 2021 census report that 2.3% of East 

Devon’s residents are from ethnic groups other than white.      

From data we have available 1.8% of our workforce are from an ethnic 

group other than white UK.   Those employees who identify as white UK 

(English, Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish) account for 87.31% of the 

workforce compared to 97.4% of the population.  

However, as shown on the graph below, 8% of our workforce have not 

provided this information and we continue to promote the completion of 

this data in the self-service part of the HR system, to enable improved 

monitoring. 

We have now also recently recruited an Equality, Diversity and 

Inclusion Advisor who will review how our data is collected and how it 

can be used to inform actions to support our Equality Policy.    
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8.3 Disability 

The percentage of employees who have self-declared a disability is 

currently 5.43%, marginally reduced from last year's 5.82% of the 

workforce, but is higher than the 2021/22 reported figure of 4.74% of 

the workforce. The Council is a Disability Confident and MINDFUL 

Employer which demonstrates the Council’s commitment to supporting 

the health and wellbeing of its employees. As with ethnicity, we 

continue to promote the completion of this field in the HR system.  
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8.4 Gender 

The workforce gender split has shifted from last year and the proportion 

of women to men has increased for the second year running. In 

2023/24 the workforce is composed of 295 (53.44%) females and 

257(46.55%) males.   This is an increase from the previous year when 

the gender split was 270 Females (50.75%) and 262 Males (49.25%).    

 

Employers in Great Britain with more than 250 staff are required by law 

to publish their Gender Pay Gap.  

The Gender Pay Gap is a measure of the difference between men’s 

and women’s average earnings across an organisation or the labour 

market. It is expressed as a percentage of men’s earnings. This is 

different to the term ‘equal pay’ which means that men and women in 

the same employment performing equal work must receive equal pay, 

as set out in the Equality Act 2010. The purpose of Gender Pay Gap 

reporting is to achieve greater gender equality across the UK and 

increase pay transparency. Causes of a gender pay gap can include the 

ability to progress into higher pay roles, for example through a wish to 

work part time or because of caring responsibilities or less access to 

career progression support and development opportunities.  

In 2023, the Office for National Statistics reported that the National 

Gender Pay Gap for all employees, full and part time median pay was 

14.3% less for women than men.   

The Council’s median gender pay gap for 2023/24 was that 4.29% of 

males are paid lower than females and this means that East Devon 

compares favourably against the national picture. The Council’s gender 

pay gap has therefore reversed as in the previous last two years the 

pay gap was higher for males than females at the rate of 6.18% in 

2022/23 and 8.49% in 2021/22.  

The median pay gap has changed as a result of more females being 

paid in the upper middle quartile and is in part attributable to recruiting 

two females to Director posts. 
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Benchmarking data with other neighbouring authorities who have 

published their 2023/24 gender pay gap reports are shown in the table 

below.  This shows a similar profile for our neighbours. Teignbridge and 

North Devon have a much higher proportion of females in the upper 

quartile than males which accounts for their higher reported median.   

Local Authority  Median hourly rate difference between 
male and female* 

East Devon District Council  -4.29%  

Exeter City Council  -2.91% 

Teignbridge -7.38%  

North Devon -8.1% 

* A minus calculation indicates that women earned more than men in the 

organisation. 
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Appendix 3 – Pay Benchmarking Exercise Data 

Role Job Family  

East Devon 
Min Salary  

Benchmarked 
Min Median 

Value  

East Devon 
Max Salary  

Benchmarked 
Max Median 

Value  

Above/ 
Below 

Median 

Pay 
Rate  

Housing Options Manager  Housing  £41,418.00 £36,648.00 £48,474.00 £42,403.00 Above   

Senior Housing Officer  Housing  
£41,418 No Data  £48,474 No Data  

No 
Data  

Housing Officer  Housing  £33,945.00 £36,197.00 £40,221.00 £34,362.00 Above   

Principal Solicitor  Legal  £59,134.00 £61,234.00 £67,967.00 £67,329.00 Above   

Solicitor  Legal  £41,418.00 £45,000.00 £48,474.00 £52,068.00 Below 

Paralegal  Legal  £30,296.00 £25,119.00 £33,024.00 £26,421.00 Above   

Street Scene Area Officer  Streetscene  £33,945.00 £31,607.00 £40,221.00 £35,792.00 Above   

SS Mobile Operative  Streetscene  £24,294.00 £23,515.00 £26,873.00 £24,805.00 Above   

SS Grounds Operative  Streetscene  £24,294.00 £23,897.00 £26,873.00 £26,426.00 Above   

Financial Manager & Section 
151 Finance  

£59,134.00 £60,579.00 £67,967.00 £67,329.00 Above   

Accountant  Finance  £41,418.00 £36,623.00 £48,474.00 £39,526.00 Above   

Assistant Accountant  Finance  £33,945.00 £25,119.00 £40,221.00 £28,770.00 Above   

Personal Assistant  Business Support  £27,334.00 £27,104.00 £29,777.00 £29,274.00 Above   

Principal Environmental 
Health Officer  

Environmental 
Health  

£49,498.00 £46,963.00 £56,537.00 £53,525.00 Above   

Environmental Health Officer  
Environmental 
Health  

£41,418.00 £39,033.00 £48,474.00 £44,348.00 Above   

Technical Officer  
Environmental 
Health  

£33,945.00 £29,119.00 £40,211.00 £34,495.00 Above   

Public Health Officer  
Environmental 
Health  

£33,945.00 £37,083.00 £40,221.00 £41,312.00 Below 

Building Control Manager  Building Control  £59,134.00 £46,464.00 £67,967.00 £48,747.00 Above   

Principal Building Control 
Manager  Building Control  

£49,498.00 £44,342.00 £56,537.00 £51,501.00 Above   

Senior Building Control 
Officer  Building Control  

£41,418.00 £39,033.00 £48,474.00 £43,922.00 Above   

Building Control Officer 
Building Control  Building Control  

£33,945.00 £33,485.00 £40,221.00 £37,917.00 Above   

Development Control 
Manager  Planning  

£59,134.00 £53,227.00 £67,967.00 £61,598.00 Above   

Principal Planning Officer  Planning  £49,498.00 £43,468.00 £56,357.00 £47,014.00 Above   

Senior Planning Officer  Planning  £41,418.00 £39,186.00 £48,474.00 £46,464.00 Above   

Planning Officer  Planning  £33,945.00 £33,024.00 £40,221.00 £37,436.00 Above   

Estates Officer  Estates  £41,418.00 £40,819.50 £48,474.00 £46,451.00 Above   

Arboricultural Officer  Arboricultural  £33,945.00 £32,076.00 £40,221.00 £36,648.00 Above   

Arborist Team Leader  Arboricultural  £30,296.00 £35,259.00 £33,024.00 £37,714.00 Below 
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Personnel Committee Forward Plan  

   

 

Decision / matter Comments  

8th October  

HR policies 
Volunteers 

Use of Temporary Workers 

People data report  

Future meetings: 

Staff survey outcomes  

HR policies  
Standby and Callout 

Annual leave  
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